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The Art And Science Of Personal Magnetism Do you have a personality that attracts or repels? Do you

ever wonder why people who are far less physically-attractive than you get swarmed by members of the

opposite sex while you were not? Can you attract wealth, power and fame with a super personality?

Wonder no more. Even if you think have the most repulsive personality in this planet, you can develop

*Great Personal Magnetism* and attain wealth, fame, love or power. The Art And Science Of Personal

Magnetism by Theron Q. Dumont is an Explanation of how to exert a powerful, irresistible influence on

the reason or will of another. Simple and straightforward yet effective in technique. There are two distinct

phases or poles of personal magnetism, (1) the mental and (2) the physical. Do not fail to note this fact,

for your success will depend upon the coordination of the force of both poles. To many, this idea of there

being a second or physical phase of personal magnetism will seem strange, so accustomed have they

grown to hearing the teachings that personal magnetism is a mental phenomenon pure and simple. But

as we proceed in our study of the subject in this book, I hope to thoroughly convince you that this second

pole of personal magnetism really exists, and that it is equally potent as the first, or mental phase or pole.

A man is a dual organism, with both mental and physical phases of manifestation, both mind and body, so

is his personal force composed of two distinct phases or poles, each coordinating with the other in the

work of manifesting energy and creating effects. Some persons have more mental magnetism, while

others have more physical magnetism, but the individual who really manifests the highest degree of

personal magnetism is the one who is developed along both poles of activity, both phases of magnetism

physical as well as mental. The mental pole or phase of personal magnetism depends for its force and

energy upon the ability of the mind to create thought-waves and to project them beyond the limits of the

brain, into the personal atmosphere of the individual, and even beyond the range of his own personal

atmosphere when necessary. When accompanied with the physical magnetism generated by the other

pole of magnetic activity, this mental magnetism strongly affects other persons coming within the field of
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action of these thought-waves. But without a good supply of the physical magnetism, these

thought-waves fail to have sufficient strength to produce marked results. It would seem that the physical

magnetism were needed to give "body" to the mental magnetism, just as the mental magnetism is needed

to give color, character or "soul" to the physical magnetism. The two phases of magnetism must work

together to gain the best effects. Book Excerpts: Even the most "un-magnetic" person possesses

personal magnetism, perhaps even to a considerable degree, but is generally so ignorant of the nature of

the force of the means of its employment, that he or she actually repels other persons instead of

attracting them. For, do not fail to note this fact, personal magnetism, like material magnetism, may repel

as well as attract - it has its positive as well as its negative side. Many very repellent persons are really

manifesting a high degree of personal magnetism in a negative form, and are driving away persons from

them in the same manner that others attract persons to them it is all a matter of the use of the power. The

fact is that every person generates and throws off a certain degree (varying among different individuals)

of personal magnetism, which affects the minds of other persons coming within the field of its influence.

Not only does each person emanate and project a certain amount or degree of personal magnetism,

additionally, each person is also constantly surrounded by a field of personal magnetic influence a

personal atmosphere, so to speak. This personal atmosphere affects to a greater or lesser degree other

persons coming within its field of influence. This personal atmosphere varies greatly in degree of strength,

extent and general character, among different individuals. The average person has but a weak personal

atmosphere, which extends but a short distance on all sides of him, while the strong characters of the

race are surrounded by a widely spread personal atmosphere of great, power, especially when they are

aroused by any strong emotion, feeling or desire. The personal atmosphere of those strong individuals,

who are generally recognized as leaders of the race, usually extends great distances from the person,

and is fairly saturated with strong dynamic magnetism, which impresses itself strongly upon those coming

within their field of influence. But even the weaker individuals of the race, or using personal magnetism

unconsciously, exert at least some degree of influence upon those around them. It requires but a

moments thought to recognize that some persons emanate an atmosphere of good-cheer, brightness,

and happiness, which affects in a desirable way all persons with whom they come in contact. Others, in

the same way, are surrounded by an atmosphere of gloom, pessimism and discouragement, which

adversely affects persons coming near them. These things are too common to even excite interest among



the average persons, but in this phenomena may be found the key to the higher forms of personal

magnetism. We are so accustomed to regarding personal magnetism as meaning only the positive,

attractive phase, that it comes as a shock to some of us to be told that the repelling personal atmosphere

is equally "magnetic" that is, magnetic in the wrong direction. This should cause no wonder, when we

remember that even the physical metallic magnet repels, under some circumstances, as strongly as it

attracts under others. There are, it is true, certain individuals who seem neither to attract nor repel, but

this does not affect the general rule. These neutral individuals are usually of weak magnetism, and weak

character that is to say they have no strong motives, aims or desires, or strong cast of character or

personality. Each faculty of the mentality is neutralized by some other faculty of equal strength, and the

result is a neutral condition akin to lukewarm water- neither hot nor cold. It follows, naturally, that such

persons exert but a neutral influence, and have but a weak neutral personal atmosphere. They neither

attract nor repel they simply "bore" persons with whom they come in contact.
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